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Chapter 5

Imaging Glutamate with Genetically Encoded Fluorescent 
Sensors

Gerard J. Broussard, Elizabeth K. Unger, Ruqiang Liang, Brian P. McGrew, 
and Lin Tian

Abstract

Superimposed on the vast and complex synaptic network is a largely invisible set of chemical inputs, such 
as neurotransmitters and neuromodulators, that exert a profound influence on brain function across many 
structures and temporal scales. Thus, the determination of the spatiotemporal relationships between these 
chemical signals with synaptic resolution in the intact brain is essential to decipher the codes for transfer-
ring information across circuitry and systems. Recent advances in imaging technology have been employed 
to determine the extent of spatial and temporal neurotransmitter dynamics in the brain, especially gluta-
mate, the most abundant excitatory neurotransmitter. Here, we discuss recent imaging approaches, par-
ticularly with a focus on the design and application of genetically encoded indicator iGluSnFR, in analyzing 
glutamate transients in vitro, ex vivo, and in vivo.

Key words Glutamate, iGluSnFR, Fluorescent sensor, Genetically encoded indicators of neural activ-
ity, Protein engineering, Fluorescent functional imaging

1 Introduction

Glutamate (Glu) is an amino acid used in a variety of contexts 
across all known kingdoms of life. In central nervous systems 
(CNS), Glu acts as the primary excitatory neurotransmitter [1]. As 
such, glutamatergic signaling forms the basis for information trans-
fer in the brain. In addition to its role as key mediator of synaptic 
information relay, Glu signaling can induce de novo growth of 
functional synapses [2] and is also crucial in modifying synaptic 
strength during phenomena such as long-term potentiation and 
long-term depression [3]. Glutamate also serves as an essential 
component of the complex signaling interactions between neurons 
and astrocytes, the most prominent glial cell type in the CNS [4]. 

1.1 Glutamate 
Signaling 
in the Central Nervous 
System
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Finally, dysregulation of Glu has been implicated in the pathogenesis 
of acute neurological insults, such as traumatic brain injury and 
stroke [5], and degenerative neurological disorders, including 
multiple sclerosis, Alzheimer disease, Huntington disease, 
Parkinson disease, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, and others [6].

Glutamate signaling has a correspondingly wide range of spa-
tial and temporal dynamics. Following action potential-evoked 
vesicular release, synaptic Glu concentrations rapidly increase to 
the low millimolar range [7]. Typically, clearance of synaptic Glu 
occurs with a time constant of decay of around 1 ms and is handled 
by a combination of diffusion and active reuptake by a family of 
excitatory amino acid transporters, which are primarily localized to 
nearby astrocytes [7, 8]. While the distance between synapses in 
many brain regions is typically less than 1 μm [9], spillover of Glu 
during synaptic release can potentially affect neighboring cells over 
10 μm away [10]. Meanwhile, Glu tone within the extra-synaptic 
space is primarily regulated by astrocytes and sits at a concentration 
within the high nanomolar to low micromolar range, dependent 
on local patterning of Glu release and reuptake sites [11].

Glutamate receptors are broken into two primary subtypes 
based on whether they are mediated by metabotropic or ionotropic 
Glu receptors (mGluRs or iGluRs, respectively). The human 
mGluR family is made up of eight G-protein-coupled receptors, 
subdivided into three groups based on mechanism and pharmacol-
ogy. Group I mGluRs exert their action by activating phospholi-
pase C, while mGluRs in groups II and III inhibit production of 
cyclic AMP [12]. Alternatively, the rapid excitatory signaling at 
synapses is mediated by iGluRs, which are ligand-gated cation 
channels classically categorized into three pharmacologically iden-
tified subtypes: N-methyl-d-aspartate (NMDA) receptors, 
α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoaxazole propionate (AMPA) 
receptors, and kainate receptors [13].

Physiological consequences of activation of Glu receptors are 
dictated by receptor affinity, kinetics, and localization. Affinities of 
these various receptor types range over about three orders of mag-
nitude, with the highest affinities (~1–10 μmol/L) found among 
the NMDA receptors and most mGluRs, while the lowest affinity 
receptors are non-NMDA ionotropic receptors and mGluR7, with 
affinities of 500 μmol/L and 1000 μmol/L, respectively [14, 15]. 
Activation kinetics of Glu receptors range from ones of millisec-
onds for non-NMDA receptors to tens of milliseconds for all other 
receptor subtypes [14, 16, 17]. In the CNS, ionotropic Glu recep-
tors localize primarily to synaptic and perisynaptic sites, while 
mGluRs can be found in a range of different neuronal cellular 
compartments [18], as well as studding the surface of glial cells, 
such as astrocytes [19].

Gerard J. Broussard et al.
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Given the importance of glutamatergic signaling in the brain, 
there is a pressing need for technology to enable direct and precise 
measurements of Glu signaling at the synaptic and microcircuit 
levels across various temporal scales in behaving animals.

Analytic chemistry has provided useful insights about the concen-
trations of Glu in the brain via microdialysis [20], glutamate 
oxidase- enabled cyclic voltammetry [21], and semisynthetic sensors 
[22–24]. However, microdialysis measurement surface areas are 
typically in the range of 1000 μm2, while concentration measure-
ments can be taken on intervals ranging from ones to tens of min-
utes [20]. Whereas cyclic voltammetry does allow for rapid temporal 
precision, typical probe size is in the range of 30–250 μm2 [25, 26]. 
This approach also lacks cellular resolution, can potentially lose sen-
sitivity in biological tissues, and can be confounded by other poten-
tial sources of naturally occurring electroactive molecules [27]. 
Both methods thus fall far short of the spatial resolution required to 
track Glu changes in the subcellular domains in vivo.

Alternatively, microscopy-based measurements can provide the 
temporal and spatial resolution required to image Glu transients in 
intact tissue. Advances in the speed, depth penetration, and spatial 
resolution of fluorescence microscopy techniques have extended 
our ability to measure glutamatergic signaling noninvasively. 
Optical recordings from hundreds to thousands of neuronal ele-
ments across large tissue areas and volumes are now possible with 
single-cell or single-synapse resolution, both in vitro and in vivo. 
One-photon imaging with ultrafast cameras permits very rapid 
(>1 kHz) subcellular-resolution optical recordings from millimeter- 
scale surface regions. In contrast, multiphoton microscopy allows 
noninvasive functional imaging from up to ~1 mm tissue depths 
across near-millimeter fields of view, with subsecond temporal and 
submicron spatial resolution. In addition, both one- and multi-
photon imaging can be performed in behaving animals and through 
endoscopes or fiber optics, allowing measurements from deep 
brain structures, such as the striatum or brainstem. As imaging 
technologies become more developed and available for routine 
laboratory applications, high-quality optical probes have also been 
developed in parallel (for details, see Sect. 1.5).

To directly measure Glu with molecular specificity, an array of Glu 
probes including small molecule-protein hybrids and genetically 
encoded sensors, have been developed to be compatible with fluo-
rescent microscopy. For example, Glu optical sensor (EOS) is a 
hybrid sensor constructed from the S1S2 Glu-binding domain of 
the AMPA receptor GluR2 subunit and a small-molecule dye [22]. 
One of the EOS variants exhibited an increase of 48% in ΔF/Fmax 
(maximal fluorescence changes over basal fluorescence) upon Glu 

1.2 Current 
Approaches for Direct 
Measurement 
of Glutamate 
in the Brain

1.3 Imaging Probes 
for Glutamate
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binding (Kd = 1.57 μmol/L) when measured at the surface of 
HeLa cells and about a 1–2% fluorescence increase in mouse 
somatosensory cortical neurons following limb movement. 
However, the use of such sensors generally requires application of 
an exogenous cofactor, such as a small molecule dye [22], limiting 
their utility for in vivo deployment and barring their use in experi-
ments requiring chronic measurements.

More recently, Snifit (SNAP-tag-based indicator proteins with 
a fluorescent intramolecular tether)-based sensors for optical mea-
surement of Glu have been developed. A Glu-Snifit is a fusion 
protein with three components, an ionotropic Glu receptor 5 
(iGluR5), a CLIP-tag with a synthetic donor fluorophore, and a 
SNAP-tag bearing another synthetic acceptor fluorophore conju-
gated with O6-benzylguanine (BG)-polyethylene glycol (PEG) 
11-Cy5- glutamate as an antagonist [23]. In the absence of Glu, 
the Snifit adopts a closed conformation and Förster resonance 
energy transfer (FRET) efficiency increases. In the presence of 
Glu, the intramolecular antagonist is displaced to shift Snifit 
toward an open state with a resultant decrease in FRET efficiency. 
The Snifit- iGluR5 showed a ΔRmax (maximal fluorescence change 
in donor- acceptor ratio) of 1.93 and an apparent Kd of 12 μmol/L 
for Glu in HEK 293T cells. Further optimization and character-
ization are likely needed to allow in situ detection of physiological 
levels of Glu release and uptake by living neurons and intact 
circuitry.

Genetically encoded indicators of neural activity (GINAs) are a set 
of tools that permit noninvasive, direct, specific, and long-term 
measurements of changes in calcium, voltage, Glu, and vesicular 
release over various temporal scales within genetically specified 
cells or synapses, and within or across neural circuits of live animals 
(reviewed in [28, 29]).

GINAs are proteins comprising a sensor and a fluorescent- 
reporter domain that can act as optical readouts of signals propa-
gated within the nervous system. Conformational changes, upon 
binding of an analyte by the sensor domain, drive a fractional mod-
ulation of the reporter-domain fluorescence output (often referred 
to as ΔF/F). Applications of these sensors have facilitated large- 
scale recording of neural activity in genetically identified neurons 
or glial cells. In addition, genetically encoded sensors without 
overlapped spectra have been engineered to allow multiplex imag-
ing or to combine with optogenetic actuators, which has opened 
many possibilities for sophisticated analysis of neural activity. 
Genetically encoded sensors can be selectively targeted to 
 genetically defined cell types or subcellular locations, such as axons 
or dendritic spines, or to cells with specific anatomical connectivity. 
Finally, these sensors can be stably expressed over a long time 

1.4 Genetically 
Encoded Fluorescent 
Indicators for Neural 
Activity
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(from days to several months), allowing the study of how 
neural-activity patterns change with learning, development, or 
disease progression.

The first GINAs to gain widespread use for in vivo detection 
of neural activity were genetically encoded calcium indicators 
(GECIs) designed to detect action potential-related calcium 
fluxes. This subset of GINAs includes single-fluorescent protein 
(FP)-based GCaMP family and FRET-based Cameleon family 
[30–34]. For example, in the scaffold of GCaMPs, calmodulin 
(CaM) binds the RS20 peptide from smooth muscle myosin light 
chain kinase in the presence of calcium; this coupling reverses 
when calcium is absent. The sensor domain transduces conforma-
tional changes of calcium binding to a change in the fluorescence 
intensity through its coupling with the circularly permutated 
green fluorescent protein (GFP) (cpGFP; see [35]). The crystal 
structure of GCaMP2 has revealed that the rearrangement of the 
CaM/RS20 domain upon calcium binding brings an arginine at 
position 377 into proximity to coordinate the chromophore of 
cpGFP into a deprotonated bright state [36]. Iterative improve-
ments have since been made to this original design through ratio-
nal design combined with directed evolution, which has produced 
a series of widely applicable sensors, GCaMP3/5/6, for calcium 
imaging in awake, behaving animals [34, 37–41]. Studies have 
also been conducted examining changes to calcium dynamics with 
temporal scales ranging from single milliseconds [42, 43] to 
learning-associated [44] and plasticity [45] changes unfolding 
over months. While optimization of calcium indication continues 
with the focus on faster kinetics, superior brightness, and sensitiv-
ity for detecting subthreshold activity, the genetically encoded 
voltage sensors have also been intensively optimized to facilitate 
voltage imaging both at mesoscopic and cellular resolutions in liv-
ing behaving mammals [46].

Despite many advantages presented by GECIs as a tool for neuro-
science, in certain contexts, a GINA designed to directly detect 
Glu is superior or complementary. For example, coupling between 
calcium influx and Glu release from presynaptic compartments can 
be highly nonlinear, such as during the process of synaptic facilita-
tion or depression [47]. A Glu sensor expressed in postsynaptic 
cells could therefore more accurately reflect the influence of pre-
synaptic activation on receiving-cell physiology. Additionally, in 
experiments involving bulk imaging of neural tissue, GECIs report 
primarily spiking activity in cells within the imaged volume. 
Whereas a Glu sensor grants experimental access to subthreshold 
synaptic activation [48]. Finally, not all Glu-initiated neural signal-
ing events involve obligate calcium influx (see [49]). The ability to 
perform multiplex measurement of Glu signaling combined with 

1.5 Design 
of Genetically Encoded 
Fluorescent Indicators 
for Glutamate
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measurement of calcium, voltage, and circuitry manipulation tools 
is even more important.

To date, protein-engineering efforts have led to the develop-
ment of a series of single-FP or FRET-based Glu sensors consisting 
of the bacterial glutamate/aspartate-binding protein, GltI (also 
called YbeJ). GltI is the periplasmic component of the ATP- 
binding–cassette transporter complex for aspartate and Glu in 
Escherichia coli (E. coli; [50]). GltI is a member of the periplasmic 
binding protein (PBP) superfamily, which is typically composed of 
two domains that undergo a Venus flytrap-like hinge-twist motion 
upon ligand binding [51]. This conformational change serves as 
the basis for Glu sensitivity in FRET-based Glu sensors, including 
fluorescent indicator protein for Glu FLIPE [52] and SuperGluSnFR 
[53], or the single-FP-based iGluSnFR [54].

To date, iGluSnFR is the only Glu indicator that has been 
widely used for in vivo imaging. The single-FP-based iGluSnFR 
was developed by inserting cpGFP, the same cpGFP developed for 
GCaMP2 [31], into Gltl. Upon Glu binding, conformational 
adjustments result in changes in the chromophore environment, 
thus transforming the ligand-binding event into fluorescent inten-
sity changes. A critical challenge in the construction of iGluSnFR 
(and indeed, any sensor with similar design properties) is to deter-
mine the optimal insertion site in Gltl for cpGFP. One approach to 
rational design of the insertion position is analysis of change in the 
dihedral-bond angle of alpha carbons (i.e., bond angle formed by 
four sequential amino acids) upon ligand binding (for details, 
please see Sect. 2). To maximize the ΔF/F and kinetics in response 
to Glu, linker regions between Gltl and cpGFP were optimized via 
site-saturated mutagenesis. Because of the close proximity of the 
linkers to the chromophore, those linkers are well situated to mod-
ify chromophore-solvent access and the stability of apo- and bound 
conformations [30, 33, 55]. A sizable portion of the possible 
160,000 variants was screened from each cpGFP insertion site.

The final design of iGluSnFR produced a sensor with greater 
ΔF/F (~4.5) and affinity (Kd ~ 4 μmol/L) to Glu than previously 
available genetically encoded Glu sensors. Additionally, the “on 
rate” for binding was too fast to be determined by stopped-flow 
cytometry (~6 ms resolution), suggesting that the kinetics of 
iGluSnFR may be sufficiently rapid to faithfully track even the fast 
component of Glu transients at the synaptic cleft [7].

The superior intrinsic properties of iGluSnFR permit in vivo 
applications. iGluSnFR has proven to be useful in tracking phe-
nomena at spatial scales ranging from subcellular to mesoscopic 
imaging of entire brain regions [48–64]. As with all genetic tools, 
iGluSnFR can be targeted to genetically defined cell populations, 
and has thus also proven ideal for unraveling the contributions to 
dynamics of the local brain circuitry made by specific neural 
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[56, 57] and even glial cells [65–69]. Finally, the superior kinetics 
of iGluSnFR, coupled with the rapidity of Glu transients them-
selves, have allowed wide-field imaging with greater temporal pre-
cision than is possible with current calcium indicators [48].

While GINAs have made massive strides in the past decade, further 
development is an ongoing task. The ultimate goal of GINA devel-
opment is to obtain an appropriate signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 
that matches the system studied for in vivo preparations. Because 
of imaging depth and motion artifacts, in vivo imaging has very 
demanding signal-to-noise requirements. To maximize the SNR 
and to achieve the best imaging outcomes, the intrinsic properties 
of sensors, including photophysical properties, specificity, kinetics, 
and affinity, must be matched to the physiological properties of 
measured signaling events, including the amplitude and transient 
size, time course, and frequency, as well as to the imaging system 
properties, such as speed, resolution, sensitivity, and depth pene-
tration. In addition, it is essential to optimize the expression level 
for minimizing long-term cellular expression effects, such as 
clumping and off-target fluorescence species and interference with 
endogenous signaling pathways. End users must choose the most 
appropriate sensors and imaging systems; therefore, calibrating 
and comparing each sensor’s performance under the same experi-
mental conditions is critical.

Recently, a highly optimized pipeline for novel sensor develop-
ment has been established in our lab and others, from concept to 
protein purification and validation in cultured cells, brain slices, 
and in vivo (Fig. 1) [28, 70, 71]. For probe development, in silico- 
aided design along with high-throughput genetic cloning strate-
gies are becoming a standard set of tools for the modern protein 
engineer. To balance between throughput and in vivo predictabil-
ity, with the goal of finally demonstrating the capability of these 
sensors in living animals, we carry out a systematic characterization 

1.6 Systematization 
of Sensor 
Characterization 
and Validation In Vitro, 
Ex Vivo, and In Vivo

Computational
modeling E. Coli HEK293 Neuronal

culture
Acute
slice In vivo

Fig. 1 Iterative workflow for testing variants in increasingly complex biological systems from computational 
design, E. coli, HEK293 cells, dissociated neuronal culture, acute brain slice, and in vivo
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in E. coli-derived protein, in mammalian cells, in dissociated neuro-
nal culture, and in acute brain slices and in vivo. This multiple-layer 
characterization also provides feedback for improving overall 
design and generation of libraries to iteratively optimize the intrin-
sic properties of the sensors. It is critical that the entire design pro-
cess is best thought of as a closed loop where each step in the 
process informs earlier steps. Through iterative design and experi-
mental validation, we expect to obtain lead sensors with the 
required design specifications and SNR for in vivo imaging. Here, 
we discuss each of these steps for developing Glu sensors, which 
can be broadly utilized for other sensor development.

2 Materials and Methods

Single-wavelength, genetically encoded, fluorescent sensors 
undergo specific conformational changes induced by ligand- 
protein binding, resulting in a fluorescence readout. Molecular 
modeling is an indispensable tool to guide the engineering of this 
process. For this purpose, we use Rosetta, a suite of software librar-
ies for macromolecular modeling [72].

For ligands having a natural bacterial PBP, a cpGFP insertion 
site can be predicted by maximizing the difference of C-alpha tor-
sion between the backbones of the apo- and ligand-bound PBP 
scaffolds with the UCSF Chimera program [73]. The resultant 
structure of the cpGFP insertion can be simulated with rosetta_
cm.xml script using the structures of the PBP (for example, Gltl 
PDB ID: 2VHA) and cpGFP (PDB ID: 3EVP) as templates [74]. 
As the Glu-unbound state of Gltl is not available, homologous 
analysis with maltose-binding protein (MBP) was used to predict 
the insertion site of cpGFP in Gltl (Fig. 2). Similar to GltI, MBP is 
a PBP family member, and the two proteins share a high degree of 
homology.

The psi/phi torsion changes between apo- and ligand-bound 
conformations of PBP scaffold protein can be calculated by extract-
ing these torsions using Chimera. These values can be accessed 
from the Render by Attribute submenu in the Structure Analysis 
submenu under the Tools menu. After exporting these values into 
a text file, the difference can be calculated with Excel. Importantly, 
attention to correct residue numbering is needed because the two 
sequences between apo- and ligand-bound conformations may not 
necessarily be the same. cpGFP should be inserted at sites that 
show a large alpha torsion. For example, in the case of iMaltSnFR 
an amino acid position was identified near the hinge of the MBP 
that undergoes large torsional changes upon binding of maltose 
[55]. Through homologous analysis, it was predicted that position 
249 in Gltl would be a potential insertion site for cpGFP (Fig. 2c). 

2.1 Modeling 
Optimal Insertion Site 
of cpGFP with Rosetta
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Based on this initial site combined with optimization, insertion of 
cpGFP into position 253 of GltI yielded the basis for the final 
iGluSnFR design.

Computer modeling is an excellent way to begin the process of 
redesigning a protein; however, not all physical properties of the 
protein are, or even can be, explored. Even with sophisticated 
computer modeling algorithms such as the ones available in 
Rosetta, fully predicting the most-beneficial mutations for a spe-
cific protein function is still difficult. The idea of directed evolution 
is to introduce mutations in an iterative manner, while applying 
selection pressure to gradually enhance specific properties of the 
protein, be it thermal stability, brightness, binding affinity, and so 
forth. Mutations may be completely random, as in error-prone 
polymerase chain reaction (PCR), or they may be targeted to cer-
tain positions deemed most likely to yield the most promising 
results, as in site-saturated mutagenesis. Selection pressure is then 
applied by subjecting the variants to a test and promoting only the 
best performers to the next round of mutagenesis (Fig. 3).

2.2 Directed 
Evolution
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Fig. 2 (a) Crystal structure of iMaltSnFR with and without maltose bound, and (b) C-α-torsion at each residue 
(reproduced with permission from Marvin et al. (2011) [55]). (c) Comparison between iMaltSnFR and iGluSnFR 
(reproduced with permission from Marvin et al. (2013) [54])
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Full sampling of all possible amino acids at all positions within a 
protein is generally an infeasible approach. For example, iGluSnFR 
consists of 562 amino acids. If we were to sample all 20 residues at 
all 562 positions, the number of possible combinations would be 
incomprehensibly large and well beyond the capacity of any lab to 
test, not to mention that most of those combinations would pro-
duce improperly folded or nonfunctional proteins. The number of 
possible variants can be reduced by focusing only on sites expected 
to influence ligand-binding-induced fluorescence change. The 
strength of this approach is exemplified by the linker screen used in 
the creation of iGluSnFR. By focusing on only the four amino 
acids connecting GltI to cpGFP, libraries of only 1.6 × 105 candi-
dates were created.

Traditionally, site-saturated mutagenesis is performed by 
creating primers with degenerate codons at the position to be 
mutated. For example, the primer will include 10–15 matching 
bases, then the degenerative codon NNK or NNS, followed by 
another 10–15 matching bases. The purpose of including a K 
(G or T) or S (G or C) in the third position is to reduce the pos-
sibility of producing a stop codon (TAA or TGA). Eliminating 
the third stop codon (TAG) is not possible because both methio-
nine and tryptophan only have one codon: ATG and TGG, 
respectively; thus, G must be a possibility in the third position to 
cover all 20 amino acids. The advantage of such a strategy is that 
a single oligo can be created that contains codons for all 20 
amino acids. One major criticism of this strategy is that there is 
not equal probability of randomly selecting each amino acid, and 
some residues will be over-represented, while others will be 
under-represented. For instance, using either an NNK or NNS 
primer, there are 32 possible codons, with three possible codons 
for leucine, serine, and arginine; two possible codons for valine, 
glycine, alanine, threonine, and proline; and one possible codon 
for each of the rest. An alternative strategy is to generate one 
primer for each amino acid [75], which ensures equal probability 
of each one but is more costly and time-consuming. However, 
duplicate variants are expected within a screen, even one with 
equal probability distribution. Thus, to ensure all 20 amino acids 
are represented, many more samples are tested than the number 
of possibilities. For a typical library at one position with 20 pos-
sible amino acids, 96 colonies of variants are picked and tested. 
Even with an unequal probability distribution, this setup is usu-
ally sufficient to obtain at least one instance of each amino acid. 
The results of the screen should not depend on the number of 
times the amino acid is tested; the only consideration should be 
how many colonies need to be tested to ensure each amino acid 
is represented in the dataset.

2.2.1 Site-Directed 
Mutagenesis

Gerard J. Broussard et al.
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There are several methods for introducing mutations, inser-
tions, or deletions into the template plasmid (Fig. 4). If only one 
or two positions are being interrogated, simple methods can be 
employed, such as QuikChange® mutagenesis. With QuikChange®, 
complementary primers containing the mutated codon are used in 
a PCR, which then linearly amplifies the plasmid while incorporat-
ing the mutation. The template is then digested away using DpnI, 
and the nicked plasmids are transformed to bacteria. The efficiency 
of QuikChange® is heavily impacted by the formation of primer 
dimers. One solution is to perform separate parallel reactions with 
a single primer each [76]. Another solution is to offset the primers 
such that they have a shorter region of homology with a melting 
temperature lower than that of the annealing temperature of the 
PCR [77]. A similar method is site-directed mutagenesis with 
blunt-end ligation, where primers are designed to amplify the 
entire plasmid, while introducing the mutation at the end of one 
or both of the primers. Because there is no homology between the 
primers, primer dimer is not an issue and the plasmid is linearized 
and exponentially amplified in a PCR. This method makes it easy 
to introduce insertions, because additional basepairs at the end of 
the primer do not affect the binding affinity. One concern is that 
longer primers occasionally will be missing the last basepair or two, 
and thus the sequence must be confirmed afterward. This method 
requires phosphorylated primers and a high-performance poly-
merase that does not leave an A-tail, such as Phusion (NEB) or 
Hotstart Taq (NEB). Alternatively, the added A overhang from a 
traditional Taq-based PCR may be digested away using Klenow 
(NEB). The template DNA is destroyed by DpnI digestion, and 
the ends of the linearized plasmid are ligated together and trans-
formed to bacteria. While blunt-end ligation can be more efficient 
than QuikChange®, it requires the added steps and cost of phos-
phorylating the primers.

While QuikChange® and blunt-end ligation are traditionally 
used to introduce one mutation at time, for libraries at two distant 
positions, we typically use circular polymerase extension cloning 
(CPEC) [78]. Two sets of complementary primers are designed, 
each spanning one of the positions to be mutated. In the first PCR 

Fig. 3 Workflow for performing directed evolution
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step, noncomplementary primers are added to two separate 
reactions, such that each reaction will exponentially amplify a sec-
tion of the plasmid between the mutated positions. Template DNA 
is digested away, and then the products are combined in the sec-
ond PCR step, wherein the two reactions are mixed. Because the 
initial primers were designed to be complementary, each amplified 
region can now serve as a primer for the remainder of the plasmid. 
There is no amplification at this step, so fewer cycles need to be 
run. Nicked plasmids are then transformed into bacteria. Both 
QuikChange® and CPEC are robust and easy to use, however, it 
must be noted that the probability of two matching primers com-
ing together in the same plasmid is quite low. Thus, we rely on the 
mismatch repair machinery within the bacteria to correct these 
errors and to ligate the nicked plasmids.

While there are several methods for introducing mutations at 
more than two positions, one of the most efficient methods is 
Kunkel mutagenesis [79]. In this method, unidirectional primers 
are designed for each mutation (one primer per mutation). The 
plasmid is transformed into a strain of bacteria lacking a uracil- 
degrading enzyme, CJ236 (−UNG). The bacteria are then infected 
with a bacteriophage (M13K07), which creates single-stranded, 
uracil-containing DNA. Single-stranded dU-DNA is harvested, 
and phosphorylated oligos containing each mutation are annealed 
to the template. The gaps are then filled in and ligated together 
using a T7 polymerase and a T4 ligase. Note that oligos must be 
annealed on the same strand as the f1 origin for the process to 
work. The plasmid is then transformed to a normal bacterial strain 
capable of degrading uracil (+UNG), for example Top10 (Thermo 
Fisher), DH5α (NEB), or HB101 (Thermo Fisher), which will 
degrade the uracil-containing parent strand and replace it using the 
mutated strand to create a double-stranded, mutated plasmid. We 
have successfully introduced as many as 18 separate mutations in a 
single round of Kunkel mutagenesis with a surprisingly high suc-
cess rate. Generating the single-stranded dU-DNA can be time- 
consuming, but is much faster than repeated rounds of 
QuikChange®. Including an additional oligo that destroys a restric-
tion site and then digesting with that restriction enzyme allows 
selection of only those plasmids that have incorporated the new 
primers [80]. In many cases, most or all of the primers will bind in 
a single plasmid.

An alternative method of Kunkel mutagenesis skips the gen-
eration of single-stranded dU-DNA. In this method,  phosphorylated 
oligos are annealed directly to the parent plasmid. Then the gaps 
are filled in by a polymerase and ligated together as above. The 
parent plasmid is digested away using DpnI, and a single primer is 
added to the remaining strand in a single-step PCR to produce the 
complementary strand. The nicked plasmid is then transformed to 
bacteria.
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Rather than introducing mutations at specific locations, introducing 
mutations at random is often advantageous, especially when com-
putational models for rational design are not possible. One method 
for doing so is error-prone PCR (EPP), where the PCR conditions 
are altered to be suboptimal, which produces higher error rates 
[81]. Any combination of adding excess MgCl2 or MnCl2, adding 
unequal concentrations of each nucleotide, and using a low-fidelity 
polymerase can achieve this result. Often, these mutations will be 
single-point mutations but may also be deletions or insertions, 
which may lead to frameshifts. To introduce mutations only to the 
gene being interrogated rather than the entire plasmid, the gene 
may be amplified by EPP and then inserted as a library into the 
vector via ligation cloning, CPEC (step 2), or Gateway® cloning 
[82]. Although the efficiency of producing improvements in the 
engineered protein is lower than with site- directed mutagenesis, 
this method allows for the exploration of many more possibilities 
and the potential for unpredicted benefits.

In silico design methods result in a large number of potentially 
suitable target protein structures. However, their true utility must 
be tested in vitro. We performed our initial screening on a bacte-
rial platform, which is fast and fairly easy. We began with a bacte-
rial expression vector, pRSET-A (Thermo Fisher), which contains 
a conditional promoter, and a 6×-his tag for protein purification. 
Plasmid libraries are transformed to a bacterial strain lacking sev-
eral protein degradation enzymes, BL21(DE3)(Thermo Fisher). 
This strain contains a T7 RNA polymerase, which can be induced 
by addition of Isopropyl β-d-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) 
once the culture reaches log-phase growth. The competency of 
BL21 cells is somewhat less than that of other bacterial strains; 
thus, to obtain a sufficient number of colonies, first amplifying 
libraries in a high competency strain may be necessary before 
transforming to BL21. BL21 also shows leaky expression of the 
protein, which may be a disadvantage if a toxic protein is being 
expressed. If leaky expression occurs, modified strains such as 
BL21(DE3)pLysS (Thermo Fisher) are available. The pLysS 
strain has the added advantage of being able to lyse the cells by 
repeated freeze-thaw cycles because of the lysogenic enzymes 
released during each cycle. However, for our purposes, leaky 
expression is an advantage because IPTG is also somewhat toxic to 
cells, and with leaky expression, IPTG is not needed at all. Once 
the bacteria reaches log-phase growth, cultures are simply grown 
for a long time (72–96 h) at a lower temperature (18 °C), which 
provides sufficient protein for screening or purification purposes. 
In addition, leaky expression is useful for colony selection sub-
jected to screening.

Candidate colonies can be derived from libraries of variants 
grown on one or several agar plates, depending on the size of the 

2.2.2 Error-Prone PCR

2.3 High-Throughput 
Bacterial Screening

2.3.1 Determining 
In Vitro ΔF/F
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library. If selection pressure can be applied at this step, the throughput 
of the screening will greatly increase. For example, iGluSnFR is a 
Glu sensor with increased brightness in the presence of Glu. Given 
that Glu is in the growth medium, colonies could be selected under 
fluorescent illumination based on their brightness. In this way, thou-
sands of colonies can be screened on a single agar plate in a single 
step. Not all libraries are amenable to such screening, and in that 
case, colonies can be picked at random. Selected colonies can then 
be grown in 1 mL of culture medium in 96-well format deep-well 
plates. Cultures can be grown as above, first at 37 °C and then at 
18 °C, until the desired protein production level is reached (72 h).

When screening, obtaining a quick, reliable, quantifiable read-
out of the performance of each variant is necessary. Given that the 
only relevant output of our Glu sensor is its fluorescence upon Glu 
binding, we test our variants in a simple fluorescence assay with 
and without Glu. ΔF/F can then be calculated from these values. 
Bacterial colonies can be pelleted, washed, and lysed using B-PER 
Complete (Thermo Fisher). The cell lysate is transferred to a 
96-well plate with an optically clear bottom and read on a fluores-
cent plate reader (Tecan). Reading the same wells both before and 
after ligand addition is important to control for pipetting-error dif-
ferences between wells. Testing control wells with no ligand added 
is also important to control for differences between reads. Top- 
scoring variants from each plate are regrown and retested as puri-
fied protein with multiple concentrations of ligand to confirm the 
improved performance. Only variants with the best fold-change in 
fluorescence are then promoted to the next round of evolution.

After initial screening by expressing the library variants in E. coli 
and measuring changes in fluorescence in the presence and absence 
of ligands in the lysate, the lead variants will be further purified and 
subjected to systematic photophysical characterization, under both 
1- and 2-photon illumination, as well as ligand-binding specificity 
measurement. Sensors that perform well under one-photon (1P) 
excitation do not always translate to good probes for in vivo exper-
iments. One issue that arises is that the 1P molar extinction 
 coefficient of a fluorophore frequently does not serve as a good 
predictor of 2-photon (2P) cross-section [83]. Testing the bright-
ness of any candidate sensors under 2P excitation becomes neces-
sary to benchmark candidate sensors. We follow methods modified 
from Makarov et al. and Drobizhev et al. [83, 84] for determining 
fluorescence lifetime, quantum yield, and 2P cross section.

Fluorescence lifetime measurements can be taken on a syn-
chroscan streak camera (Hamamatsu). Excitation can be performed 
using the vertically-polarized second harmonic of a Ti:sapphire 
oscillator (Coherent). Resultant fluorescence can then be collected 
at 90° relative to the excitation light path and focused onto the 
streak camera slit using an appropriate objective. Scattered excitation 

2.3.2 Photophysical 
Characterization
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photons should be excluded from the detector by utilizing a 
short-pass filter inserted into the detection light path before the 
streak camera slit. For Glu sensors, fluorescence decay values 
should be determined for both apo and bound conformations. For 
iGluSnFR itself, these values are mono-exponential with a decay 
constant of around 2.5 ns in each conformation (Fig. 5a) [54]. For 
sensor variants, a log-linear plot of the photon counts over time 
will be fit by a line if decay is mono-exponential. The fluorescence 
time constant can then be fit as a simple exponential decay (Fig. 5a). 
If the resultant line is not satisfactorily fit by a line, it is likely that 
more than a single time constant controls the fluorescence lifetime. 
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In such an instance, the superposition of two (or potentially more) 
exponential decay processes may serve to better describe the kinetics 
of fluorescence decay.

Fluorescence quantum yield can be measured either relative to 
a standard sample or in absolute terms. For determining relative 
quantum yield, standards with spectral properties that roughly 
match the properties of the tested sensor variant should be used. 
For example, sensors with spectral properties similar to iGluSnFR 
can be compared to Fluorescein in an alkaline (pH 11) solution. 
Red-shifted sensor variants can be compared with Rhodamine B in 
methanol, or tested against Rhodamine 6G in ethanol. Fluorescence 
emission and excitation spectra of purified proteins and reference 
fluorophores are measured on a luminescence spectrometer 
(PerkinElmer). Fluorescence spectra are corrected for changes to 
illumination intensity and detection sensitivity at different wave-
lengths. Corrected spectra of the sample, F(λ), and the reference, 
FR(λ), can then be integrated over the wavelength range and nor-
malized by optical density of the sample at the excitation wave-
length, OD(λexc), and for the reference, ODR(λexc). In each case, 
keeping the maximum OD low (<0.07) is important to avoid 
concentration- dependent filtering effects. Note that for fluorescent 
proteins, calculating OD from the measured absorption spectrum 
introduces artifact as scattering, and absorption by immature fluo-
rophores contribute strongly at lower wavelengths. Therefore, to 
approximate the OD for our protein-based sensors, we use the 
emission spectrum values normalized such that the long wavelength 
edge overlaps the absorption spectrum (Fig. 5b). By so doing, we 
isolate that region of the spectra where contributions from scatter-
ing and immature fluorophore absorption are minimized. One can 
then use the value of the normalized excitation spectrum at λexc as 
the OD(λexc). Finally, the fluorescence quantum yield of the sensor, 
ϕ, can be calculated from the reference quantum yield, ϕR, as:
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where n and nR are the refractive indices of the protein and 
reference solutions, respectively.

Absolute quantum yield values can be calculated by making 
photon measurements using an integrating sphere device 
(Hamamatsu). Using this method, all scattered photons that are 
not absorbed by the sample can be counted, allowing direct experi-
mental access to the number of photons actually absorbed by the 
sample. Quantum yield is then simply the number of photons 
emitted divided by the number absorbed by the sample. This 
method is preferable because it has been shown that the relative 
method systematically underestimates the true fluorescent quantum 
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yield, presumably due to unaccounted-for scattering contribution 
to the measurement of OD(λexc) [83] (Fig. 5c).

For methods developed by Makarov et al., a necessary step in 
calculating the 2P cross section is determination of the extinction 
coefficient, εm. This calculation can be made using an all-optical 
approach, which obviates the need for making exact measurements 
of mature fluorophore concentration. Specifically, the fluorescence 
lifetime, τ, and quantum yield, φ, which do not depend on knowl-
edge of mature fluorophore concentration, can be related 
directly to radiative lifetime as t t

fR = . This relationship, along 
with data taken to determine the fluorescent quantum yield, allows 
recovery of εm by a rearrangement of the Strickler-Berg equation, 
such that:
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Finally, the 2P absorption cross section (2PA) can be derived 
using the values of fluorescence lifetime τ, and the extinction 
coeffiecient εm. To determine this quantity, we excite samples 
with a Ti:sapphire femtosecond oscillator (Coherent), pumped 
by a constant- wavelength, frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser 
(Coherent); a 1 kHz repetition rate Ti:Sapphire femtosecond 
regenerative amplifier (Coherent); and an optical parametric ampli-
fier, OPA (Quantronix), whose output signal or idler is conti-
nuously tunable from 1100 to 1600 nm or 1600 to 2200 nm 
respectively. We use the second harmonic of the signal for 2P exci-
tation in the λexc = 550–790 region, the second harmonic of the 
idler in the 790–1100 nm region, and the fundamental signal in 
the 1100–1400 nm region. The OPA output signal pulse energy is 
100–250 μJ (10–40 μJ after frequency doubling), and the pulse 
duration is 70–120 fs. All 2PA are then determined relative to a set 
of well-characterized standards [84] to correct spectral variations 
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in the excitation source. Additionally, all fluorescence measure-
ments should be checked to ensure a quadratic relationship to 
input excitation intensity to exclude artifacts such as linear absorp-
tion of photons within the 1P absorption spectrum. The 2PA 
cross-section of the sample, σ2, can then be calculated from the 
reference value, σ2 , R, as:
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where λreg is the registration wavelength at which sample and 
reference values of 2P excited fluorescence, F2, are taken; C gives 
the concentration; and η is the differential quantum yield. For all 
variables, the R subscript denotes values pertaining to the reference 
standard. Concentration for sample and reference is then calculated
by Beer’s Law as C l=OD

m

2
e . In this equation, l denotes the

cuvette path length, while OD2 denotes optical density in its spec-
tral maximum. Differential quantum yield of the sample can then

be calculated as η l
l

reg
reg

absOD( ) = ( )F2 , where ODabs is calculated

for the determination of fluorescence quantum yield of the sample. 
σ2 values can be obtained at several points within the 2PA spectrum 
of the sample. The 2PA spectrum can then be calibrated along its 
length based on the obtained values of σ2 (Fig. 5d).

For imaging of cell cultures (heterologous and primary), we use an 
inverted Zeiss 710 laser scanning confocal microscope equipped 
with laser lines at 405, 458, 488, 514, 561, and 633 nm. A variety 
of stage adapters are required to accommodate the different cul-
ture systems we use. One stage-adapter system we have found to 
be particularly useful is an SA-20KZ-AL stage adapter (Warner 
Instruments, 64-0297) fitted with a QE-1 platform (Warner 
Instruments, 64-0375). This system accommodates inserts of dif-
ferent sizes, allowing mechanically stable recordings from a variety 
of culture glassware. In instances where spatial resolution is not 
paramount, we use a Plan-Apochromat 20×/0.8 NA objective lens 
(Zeiss, 440640-9903) with the confocal pinhole open to its great-
est extent. For higher spatial resolution imaging, for example, 
when signals near the cell membrane are of interest, we use a Plan- 
Apochromat 63×/1.4 NA objective lens (Zeiss, 440762-9904) 
with the pinhole restricted so that the point-spread function of the 
excitation light through the selected objective passes approximately 
1 Airy Disk (i.e., 1 Airy Unit). As a brief aside, Airy unit calculation 
is made from excitation wavelength as a matter of convenience. 
This value can be more precisely calculated based on the peak of 

2.4 Microscopes 
and Imaging Stages
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the emitted fluorescence. This difference can become significant 
when the imaged fluorophores exhibit a large Stoke’s shift. 
Temporal precision is especially important when imaging iGluS-
nFR and variants with comparably fast kinetics. For example, fluo-
rescence transients due to spontaneous activity in dissociated 
neurons are only well resolved at frame rates above 60 Hz, well 
above the typical 512 × 512 frame rates for our system. With our 
scanning laser system, tradeoffs can be made between the amount 
of spatial information collected and temporal precision. For 
instance, recordings taken at the lowest magnification (0.6×) at the 
Nyquist limit for resolution for the 63× objective (2316 × 2316) 
require ~7 s for acquisition of a single image but provide exquisite 
spatial detail over an extended area (~230 μm). At the other 
extreme, single-pixel scans can be completed in as little as a few 
microseconds but provide essentially no spatial information.

Imaging at depth in intact, living animals, particularly in highly 
scattering mammalian brain tissue, requires 2P microscopy. To test 
sensors in this imaging modality, we use a SliceScope (Scientifica) 
outfitted with a resonant (8 kHz) galvo scan head, one gallinium 
arsenide phosphide (GaAsP) photo-multiplier tube (PMT; 
Scientifica, S-MDU-PMT-50-65), one conventional PMT 
(Scientifica, S-MDU-PMT-45), and a Chameleon Ultra II mode-
locked Ti:sapphire tunable laser (680–1080 nm; Coherent). Our 
system is therefore capable of scanning a 512 × 512-pixel image at 
a rate of ~30 Hz, allowing a dwell time of about 90 ns at each 
pixel. The image size can thus be reduced along the galvo-scanned 
axis for a linear decrease in image acquisition time. Indeed, given 
the fast kinetics of iGluSnFR, an acquisition rate exceeding 100 Hz 
may be desirable, depending on the speed of the imaged Glu tran-
sients themselves. In terms of spatial precision, with our 40× objec-
tive, resolution exceeding fine, subcellular neuronal features, such 
as axons and dendritic spine heads, is easily achieved. Finally, a 
two-PMT system allows for multiplex imaging of green and red 
fluorophores. Note, however, that care must be taken to ensure 
that a single excitation wavelength can effectively drive fluoro-
phores of each color if real-time multiplexing is desirable; other-
wise, images can be taken at different excitation wavelengths 
(a process requiring at least several seconds) and combined offline.

Bacteria-based testing allows rapid screening of libraries of sizes 
ranging from 103–105 variants depending on the specifics of the 
method used. However, protein folding, mature protein localiza-
tion, maturation temperature, and a host of other differences 
between bacterial and vertebrate physiology mean that perfor-
mance in E. coli does not necessarily predict performance in mam-
malian systems. As a middle point between in vitro and in vivo 
preparations, we used mammalian HEK293 cells and rat hippo-
campal dissociated neuronal culture to characterize the sensor’s 

2.5 Imaging-Sensor 
Variants Expressed 
in Immortalized Cell 
Lines
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intrinsic properties, such as expression level, affinity, and sensitivity 
to perfused Glu or action potential-triggered Glu release (Fig. 6).

When testing candidate probes in heterologous cells, we use 
HEK293T cells (Thermo Fisher, R70007). Generally, these cells 
can be maintained with a standard culture medium composed of 
Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (Thermo Fisher, 11995- 065) 
supplemented with 10% v/v fetal bovine serum (Thermo Fisher, 
10437028) and PenStrep at 50 U/mL (Thermo Fisher, 15070063). 
Because these cells are quite hardy, we flash freeze them as stocks of 
one million cells per 1 mL aliquot in the standard culture medium, 
supplemented with 10% v/v dimethyl sulfoxide (Sigma, D8418). 
To prepare cells for imaging, we plate onto 12 mm round glass 
coverslips (Thermo Fisher, 12-545-81). Critically, any culture dish 
used must have #1.5 glass to be compatible with confocal objec-
tives. When the cells are ~60% confluent, we transfect using 
Effectene (Qiagen, 301425) and miniprep plasmid DNA (Qiagen, 
27106), per the manufacturer’s recommended protocols. 
Depending on the specifics of the promoter and construct, imaging 
can usually be performed 24–48 h after transfection. Typically, we 
use a CMV or CAG promoter for expression in HEK293T, since 
both rapidly (within 12 h post transfection depending on the con-
struct) drive high levels of sensor expression.

While screening in E. coli serves as a high-throughput front-end 
screen in sensor development, differences in probe performance 
are possible when expressed in a mammalian system. For example, 
as the characterization of iGluSnFR moved from purified E. coli 
lysates to surface expression on mammalian cells, the apparent Kd 
was notably reduced by greater than an order of magnitude [54]. 
Such discrepancies demand testing in systems that more closely 
reflect the eventual system of study.

Characterization on HEK293T cells offers a medium through-
put step in determining suitability of a particular candidate sensor 
for its final application (Fig. 6a and b). It is possible to use this 
system to easily determine the apparent Kd of a Glu sensor when 
expressed at cell surface. Within the context of this process, deter-
mining the ΔF/F of the candidate sensor is also possible.

To determine apparent Kd of the sensor, we image sensors 
transfected into HEK293T cells as described in Sect. 2.5.1. The 
day of the experiment, we make a log2 series of Glu dissolved in 
HEPES-buffered (20 mmol/L) Hanks’ balanced salt solution 
(HHBSS), with pH adjusted to 7.4. The concentrations are cho-
sen to match the expected affinity of the sensor, so iGluSnFR con-
centrations will range from high nanomolar to several hundred 
micromolar. We then gently wash the cells three times with HHBSS 
and mount the coverslip to the stage adapter, which is then affixed 
to the Zeiss 710 stage. To minimize motion artifact (axial or lateral 

2.5.1 Preparing 
HEK293T Cells for Imaging 
Experiments

2.5.2 Deriving Sensor- 
Apparent Kd on HEK293T 
Cells
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from cell movement), we image using the 20× objective with the 
confocal pinhole opened as wide as possible. HHBSS is then per-
fused onto the chamber using a peristaltic pump set to a perfusion 
rate of about 1.5 mL/min. We then alternate between washing 
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with HHBSS and applying the Glu titration from the lowest to 
highest concentration values. For each concentration and wash, we 
allow 3 min for full equilibration of the stage concentration. 
During this procedure, we capture images at a rate of one per 10 s 
with a 512 × 512 pixel size and pixel dwell of around 6 μs.

Data is processed by hand-drawing regions of interest (ROIs) 
over cells within the image that are assessed as having moved very 
little by their average intensity projection along the time axis. 
Averages within these ROIs are taken point-wise following the

equation 
DF
F

F F
F

=
- 0

0

. Here, F0 is the background-subtracted

average fluorescence during the period prior to the first Glu appli-
cation, and F is a vector of background-subtracted mean intensities 
for each time point. To calculate the apparent Kd, we fit the peaks 
in the resultant traces to a single binding-site isotherm using cus-
tom Matlab (Mathworks) routines. ΔF/F can also be extracted as 
the maximum point in the curve.

While immortalized cell lines offer a convenient way to test sensor 
variants, they lack aspects of neuronal signaling, including exocy-
totic release of Glu. As a final test before packaging candidate sen-
sors for expression in intact mammalian preparations, we characterize 
performance in dissociated neuronal culture (Fig. 6c–e).

For imaging experiments that require primary dissociated cells, we 
use hippocampal cells derived from E18 Sprague-Dawley pups 
(Charles River). One day prior to the dissection, we coat culture 
dishes (35 mm Petri dishes) with 14 mm #1.5 glass window 
(MatTek, P35G-0.170-14-C) with a sufficient volume of 10 μg/
mL laminin (Sigma, L2020) and 10 μg/mL poly-dl ornithine 
(Sigma, P0421) to cover the area to which the cells will be seeded. 
The coating is kept on the culture dishes overnight and then rinsed 
four times with sterile deionized water.

On the day of the dissection, the pregnant female is deeply 
anesthetized by isoflurane (Henry Schein, 50562-1) in an induc-
tion chamber. We then cervically dislocate the animal and perform 
a Cesarean section to remove the uterus. Individual pups are 
removed from the uterus and rapidly decapitated. The heads are 
placed in sterile HBSS (Thermo Fisher, 14175103) in a 10 cm 
Petri dish. Heads are then stabilized by poking the tips of Dumont 
#7 forceps (Fine Science Tools, 11274-20) through the ocular 
sockets, and the brains are removed by cutting caudal to rostral 
along the sagittal suture using 3 mm angled Vannas scissors (Fine 
Science Tools, 15000-00). The brains are removed with a 
microspatula (Thermo Fisher, 21-401-10) and placed into a 
35 mm Petri dish containing HBSS where they are stabilized for 
dissection by impaling the cerebellum with Dumont #5 forceps 
(Fine Science Tools, 11251-10).

2.6 Imaging-Sensor 
Variants Expressed 
in Primary Cell Lines

2.6.1 Preparing Primary 
Neuronal Cultures
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We perform the hippocampal dissection using a scalpel (Fine 
Science Tools, 10035-15) to delicately peel back one hemisphere 
of cortex, gently pulling with the forceps to remove the meninges. 
We stabilize the hippocampus by placing the forceps onto the sur-
rounding cortex, and then cut away the cortical tissue. Isolated 
hippocampi are transferred to a 15 mL conical tube containing 
2 mL of 0.05% trypsin (Thermo Fisher, 25300120) and placed 
into a cell culture incubator at 35 °C for 15 min. Following the 
incubation period, the trypsin is inactivated by adding 10 mL of 
NeuroBasal (NB; Thermo Fisher, 21103049) supplemented by 2% 
B27 (Thermo Fisher, 17504044) and 5% fetal bovine serum (FBS). 
Hippocampi are then transferred to a 15 mL conical tube contain-
ing 5 mL HBSS where the tissue is triturated by suctioning into 
and out of a constricted (~500 μm diameter) Pasteur pipette about 
15 times, or until there are no large pieces of tissue remaining. We 
then allow the debris to settle for a few minutes and transfer the 
cell-containing supernatant to an empty 15 mL conical tube. 
Finally, the supernatant is centrifuged at 500 rcf for 3–5 min at 
room temperature, and the pellet is resuspended in sufficient 
NB + B27 + FBS for seeding onto the prepared culture dishes.

Cells are allowed to grow undisturbed for ~4 days or until 
astrocyte proliferation is sufficient to produce a nearly confluent 
monolayer. At this point, we perform a half change of the medium 
with fresh media further supplemented by 10 μmol/L 5-fluoro-2′-
deoxyuridine (FUDR, Sigma, F0503) final concentration. Neurons 
so-derived can be transfected using the calcium phosphate method 
(Thermo Fisher, K278001), per the manufacturer’s instructions, 
between 5 and 10 days in culture. Because primary cells are more 
sensitive to culture conditions, we generally use an endotoxin-free 
DNA preparation method such as the ZR plasmid miniprep kit 
(Zymo Research, D4015). In addition, CMV and CAG promoters 
drive expression of the sensor in nonneuronal cells, so for neuronal 
transfections, we instead use the hSynapsin promoter, which results 
in neuron-specific sensor expression.

For these experiments, we first wash the cells three times by 
HHBSS. The MatTek culture dish is then placed into the stage 
adapter and affixed to the Zeiss 710 stage, after which we attach 
electrophysiology insert RC-37FS (Warner Instruments) above the 
cells. While placing the RC-37FS above the cells, care must be 
taken to position the insert slowly and at an angle to avoid applying 
excessive positive pressure down onto the coverslip. We then drive 
an isolated electrical current controlled by Ephus software (Vidrio 
Technologies) across the stage to stimulate action potentials in the 
cultured neurons. Stimuli are delivered as 1 V square-wave pulses 
with 1 ms duration at 30 Hz. These stimuli drive simultaneous 
action-potential activation across the stage, resulting in extensive 
extra-synaptic spillover of Glu [53]. Because the extra-synaptic 

2.6.2 Determining 
Sensor Action-Potential 
Sensitivity
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spillover is more spatially and temporally extensive than synaptic 
Glu signaling, we are able to image these events at <20 Hz and 
capture the shape of the resultant fluorescence waveform. However, 
it is also possible to capture spontaneous synaptic and extra- synaptic 
activation by increasing the frame rate to ~60–100 Hz (Fig. 6c).

Sensor characterization is not complete without expression within 
the animal system of interest. Here, we discuss procedures for 
transduction of cells within the intact mouse brain and in vivo 
imaging.

For in vivo transduction, particularly in mammalian experimental 
systems, recombinant adeno-associated virus (rAAV) has become 
the vector of choice. In large part, this preference has come about 
because rAAV does not incorporate into the host-cell genome 
(preventing possible insertional mutagenesis); drives high, rela-
tively constant levels of the transgene payload; and can be pro-
duced at very high titers (1012 virion/mL is not an uncommon 
benchmark) relatively inexpensively (Fig. 7a). As such, it has the 
potential to serve sensor workflows in the final in vivo phases of 
testing. For the interested researcher, the only potential caveat is 
that common academic viral cores, such as those housed at the 
Universities at Pennsylvania and North Carolina Chapel Hill, 

2.7 In Vivo 
Characterization 
of Sensor Variants

2.7.1 Virus Preparation

Transfer

pAAV-RC2/1 pHelper

Expand culture Harvest supernatant
(remove cell debris)

Transfect
(JetPRIME)

Precipitate virus
(AAvance)

Pellet virus Resuspend
(PBS)

Aliquot and store -80C

BregmaLambda Plane of skull
Plane of brain

Y

Z

A

B C

Fig. 7 (a) Protocol for making adeno-associated virus (AAV). (b) Stereotaxic setup for injecting virus into a 
mouse brain. (c) Position of mouse brain inside the skull, and relative to suture landmarks
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require a roughly $2000 USD investment per custom vector 
packaged in rAAV.

Fortunately, recent years have seen the development of much 
more cost-effective production methods that can be performed 
with equipment common in many laboratories. Our particular 
workflow typically produces virus at 5 × 1012 genomic count (GC; 
i.e., viral genome counts) per mL, with a total yield of around 
5 × 1011 GC at a cost of under $200 USD.

For a single rAAV batch, we plate 106 reconstituted AAV293 
cells (Agilent Technologies, 240073) onto a 10 cm tissue culture 
dish using 10 mL of the culture medium described in Sect. 2.5.1. 
Once these cells have grown to ~60% confluency (typically after 
1–2 days), we split these cells onto two 15 cm tissue culture dishes 
in 20 mL culture medium. After waiting for the cells to reach 
50–80% confluency, we change to a fresh 20 mL of culture medium. 
Next, we perform a transfection using jetPRIME transfection 
reagent (Polyplus, 114-15). To prepare the transfection complex, 
we combine 2 mL of the jetPRIME buffer with the jetPRIME 
reagent and the transfer plasmid, along with helper plasmids 
pHelper and pAAV-RC2/1 (Agilent, 240071), into an appropriate 
conical tube at a ratio of 80 μL:17 μg:14.5 μg:8.4 μg. The complete 
transfection mixture is then applied, 1 mL per tissue culture dish, 
per the manufacturer’s recommendations. After a 72-h  incubation 
period, we collect the supernatant from both plates into a 50 mL 
conical tube, pellet out any cell debris, add 10 mL AAVanced 
Concentration Reagent (Systems Bioscience, AAV100A-1), and 
concentrate the virus per the manufacturer’s recommendations.

Critically, it should be noted that different rAAV serotypes 
have been shown to release from host production cells with differ-
ent efficiencies [85]. Our production method ensures relatively 
pure virus by harvesting only from the culture supernatant rather 
than lysed cells. Therefore, serotypes that do not localize to the 
supernatant are not suited to our process. The propensity to remain 
in production cells rather than be released to the supernatant is 
thought to be driven primarily by the relative affinity of the capsid 
protein for heparin. Thus, RC helper plasmids containing, for 
example, the serotype 2 cap gene should be avoided because the 
resultant protein has a high affinity for heparin.

To target the virus to the brain ROI, delivery directly to the brain 
is necessary because viruses are able to cross the blood–brain bar-
rier only under specific circumstances (Fig. 7b and c). Before sur-
gery, the animal must be anesthetized, which should be confirmed 
by a toe-pinch test. Common ketamine-based cocktails, such as 
ketamine/xylazine/acepromazine, do not induce surgical-plane 
anesthesia, so underdosing and supplementing with an inhaled 
anesthetic such as isoflurane is preferable. Inhaled anesthetics 
may also be used without an injectable anesthetic, but must be 

2.7.2 Stereotactic 
Injection of rAAV
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supplemented with some sort of analgesia during the surgery, such 
as meloxicam or carprofen, because isoflurane provides no analge-
sia itself. Topical analgesics, such as lidocaine, are also recom-
mended at the incision site which can be injected subdermally or 
applied as a jelly to the surface after sterilization of the incision site. 
Opiate- based analgesics are not recommended before or during 
the surgery since opiates are respiratory depressants and may cause 
accidental death during anesthesia. Inhaled anesthetics have the 
added advantages that the dosing is much easier to adjust during 
surgery, and they have very fast recovery times (5–10 min). 
Injectable anesthetics may require several hours before the animal 
is ambulatory again.

Selection of injection coordinates can be made using a mouse 
brain atlas such as the one produced by Franklin and Paxinos [86]. 
Mouse brain atlas coordinates are surprisingly accurate, with only 
small animal-to-animal variability, particularly for the most com-
mon inbred strains, such as C57Bl/6 (Black 6) or 129/SvEv. 
However, with several inbred mouse strains, the skull is angled 
relative to the brain; thus, coordinates need to be adjusted to 
accommodate this tilt. For structures near the surface of the brain, 
such as the cortex, making any adjustments is not necessary, and 
surface landmarks such as blood vessels and skull sutures may be 
used for positioning the needle. However, deeper structures must 
account for this angle and must also account for any rotation of the 
skull relative to the manipulating arm of the stereotax. To ensure 
accurate positioning of the injection needle, it is possible to take 
measurements from the surface of the skull and use a rotation 
matrix to recalculate coordinates for drilling and needle insertion 
(for details, see Note 1).

Once coordinates have been chosen and located relative to the 
skull surface, a virus is introduced through a small craniotomy, just 
large enough for the needle to fit through. The needle should be 
lowered slowly to prevent excess tissue damage and to prevent the 
tissue from compressing, which would change the location of the 
target structure. Pulled glass pipettes are thinner and do less dam-
age than steel needles, but cannot reach deeper structures and are 
at risk of breaking off inside the brain. For shallower structures 
(0–3 mm), we use glass pipettes, while for deeper structures 
(3–6 mm), we use 33G steel needles. The virus is then injected 
slowly (50–100 nL/min) using a high-precision micropump (pico-
spritzer, nanoject, WPI micropump). Waiting a few minutes after 
the injection is complete allows the virus to diffuse away from the 
needle tip, lowering the chance of it getting drawn back up the 
needle track during removal. Remove the needle slowly to mini-
mize tissue damage. After the virus has been delivered, the wound 
can be closed using either sutures or skin glue (vetbond, derma-
bond, liquid band-aid). Wound clips are not recommended for the 
scalp because mice have a tendency to scratch and rip them out.
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Stereotaxic surgery can be a time-consuming process and is 
difficult to master. There are several alternatives, including in utero 
electroporation, perinatal injection, or tail vein injection. In utero 
electroporation is a method whereby plasmid is injected directly 
into the brain of embryos and then the brain is electrically stimu-
lated, either through the uterine wall or using microelectrodes, so 
that the cells of interest take up the plasmid. This process is not as 
precise and has a lower survival rate than adult injection, but it is 
faster and easier to do many animals. Perinatal injection is similar 
to adult injection, except that the skull is sufficiently soft that the 
needle can puncture it, and no incision or drilling is necessary. 
Considerable precision is lost, but speed and facility make it possi-
ble to do many more animals. A third option is to package the virus 
such that it can cross the blood–brain barrier and inject it via the 
tail vein [87]. This method is quite easy and can theoretically be 
done at any age; however, the virus will infect most of the brain, so 
some level of genetic control is recommended. In addition, differ-
ent packaging plasmids provide slightly different infectivity for dif-
ferent brain regions.

To view the brain, a craniotomy needs to be performed and a win-
dow implanted. This is typically done at the same time as virus 
injection. The skull should be removed by drilling a doughnut 
shape larger than the area to be imaged. Drilling causes damage to 
the brain so any additional drilling should be avoided. The circular 
piece of skull above the imaging area should be lifted away care-
fully. The dura can be left intact, and serves as a depth marker dur-
ing imaging because it displays a stereotyped autofluorescence. 
Again, avoid damaging the brain in the imaging area. At this point, 
the remaining surface of the skull should be scuffed up using sharp 
forceps or another abrasive tool. This creates additional surface 
area for adhering the cement to the skull later. A circular glass cov-
erslip is then lowered and held in place just above the brain and 
barely touching the highest point. The angle of the coverslip 
should be match the most optimal viewing angle for the brain 
region to be imaged. It is also possible to install a small prism in 
order to change the imaging angle for access to non-surface struc-
tures [88, 89]. Low melting point agarose is then used to fill in the 
remaining space between the brain and the coverslip. Avoid air 
bubbles when filling in the gaps. Then the skull should be covered 
with a thin layer of crazy glue in order to improve the bond of the 
cement. Only a small amount of glue should be on the agarose and 
coverslip. Then a custom headpost can be fitted around the cover-
slip. The headpost should be large enough to accommodate the 
desired objective, and have protrusions that can be clamped into 
the headstage to reduce motion artifacts during imaging. The cov-
erslip and headpost are then secured to the skull with black pig-
mented dental cement. The black pigment helps to reduce light 

2.7.3 Window and Head 
Post-Implantation
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pollution during imaging, particularly for experiments involving 
visual stimuli. The cement will harden within 30 min, and will fully 
cure within 24 h. The skin should be closed around the cement to 
cover any exposed areas of the skull using skin glue, to prevent 
infection.

To collect usable data from the sensor, it is important to obtain a 
stable image, which be achieved by clamping the head under the 
microscope using the headpost installed during surgery. Anesthesia 
is not necessary at this step, but may be used if preferred. The 
headpost should fit reliably into the clamping mechanism such that 
individual cells can be identified and imaged multiple times during 
repeated imaging sessions. The clamp should also be solid enough 
to overcome any forces created by the animal. One option is to 
anesthetize the animal during imaging; however, anesthesia may 
not be compatible with the behavioral paradigm, and different 
forms of anesthesia may alter the activity of different brain regions. 
For awake recordings, the animal should be mounted on a move-
able surface to enable walking and running, such as a treadmill, a 
rotating disc, a suspended ball [90], or a mobile homecage [91]. 
Techniques involving restraint are not recommended because this 
is highly stressful for the animal, which may alter the results of the 
experiment, and causes unnecessary duress. If a restraint method is 
desired, the animal must be well habituated to the restraint, a pro-
cess that requires 8–10 days of daily restraint, and may be supple-
mented with regular rewards [92, 93]. Obviously, the more natural 
the motion (suspended ball or mobile homecage), the less stressful 
the experiment will be for the animal. We use a suspended ball 
because of its lower cost of installation. Several habituation sessions 
may be required before performing the actual experiment. In addi-
tion, adding a shield may be necessary to protect the objective 
from the motion of the animal’s tail, as well as stray light sources, 
such as those introduced by application of visual stimuli.

Even if all forces are eliminated from the animal’s walking and 
running, the animal’s heartbeat, breathing, and whisking will still cre-
ate motion artifacts. Motion in the x–y plane can be easily eliminated 
by reregistering the images before analysis [94]. Artifacts in the z-plane 
are more problematic in that they change which objects are within 
the focal plane. Some solutions for mitigating this issue involve real-
time adjustments of the focal plane or broadening the focus so that 
fluctuations along the axial direction do not affect the image [95].

A properly prepared animal will allow assessment of sensor 
function in intact tissue. We have successfully imaged spontaneous 
Glu transients in apical dendrites of cortical pyramidal cells in anes-
thetized, as well as awake, behaving rodents. In our hands, this 
spontaneous Glu release was modified during certain behavioral 
paradigms, as well as under pharmacological manipulation [54] 
(Fig. 8). Following these and similar procedures, it will be possible 

2.7.4 Head Mounting 
and In Vivo Imaging
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to determine whether candidate sensors are able to operate in 
relevant physiological ranges, in terms of both sensitivity and kinet-
ics, to detect the required Glu transients.

3 Perspective

Despite iGluSnFR’s broad success in detecting Glu release in in 
situ and in vivo preparations, further adjustments to its current 
attributes may yield additional useful probes. For example, tweaks 
to iGluSnFR’s affinity profile will result in probes that can be used 
in contexts where iGluSnFR currently functions poorly. Particularly, 
the apparent cell-surface Kd of 4 μmol/L would suggest that the 
majority of iGluSnFR localized to the synaptic cleft should be satu-
rated as action potential-evoked Glu transients rise briefly (<10 ms) 
into the millimolar range [7]. Therefore, a variant with decreased 
affinity may be able to track synaptic Glu more effectively while 
excluding signal derived from extra-synaptic Glu. Synaptic signal 
may be further enhanced by targeting the sensor to the synaptic 
cleft, reducing nonsynaptic fluorescence sources (see, e.g., [96]). 
In addition, the kinetics of iGluSnFR can be further optimized for 

Fig. 8 (a) Schematic illustrating experimental approach for injection of AAV.hSynapsin.iGluSnFR into layer V of 
primary motor cortex for in vivo transcranial two-photon microscopy. (b). Two-photon image of low-density 
infection of primary motor cortex (forelimb region) and representative ROIs showing that iGluSnFR signals cor-
relate with onset and offset of locomotion. *, glutamate events. Reproduced with permission from Marvin et al. 
(2013). Scale bar = 10 μm
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“slow” laser-scanning microscopy. The decay dissociation rate 
constant allows for an elongation of the fluorescence reporter of 
the Glu transient, increasing photon budget and resultant 
SNR. Such elongation can be particularly helpful for SNR when 
utilizing imaging modalities where frame rates are relatively slow, 
as in the case of laser-scanning microscopy. For example, 2P laser 
scanning microscopy provides full field frame rates of tens of hertz, 
a sampling rate too low to effectively capture the upstroke of a 
synaptic Glu transient. Therefore, it is essential to develop Glu sen-
sors with slower kinetics that enable large-scale monitoring of tran-
sient responses at individual synapses in the living animal.

Additionally, as iGluSnFR is fundamentally a GFP-based sen-
sor, it should be possible to shift its spectral attributes. In particu-
lar, a red-shifted variant would be desirable because red light is less 
scattered in intact tissue [97]. Spectral variants can and should be 
utilized in conjunction with other tool classes. For example, iGluS-
nFR could be combined experimentally with the red GECIs from 
the jRCaMP series [98] or optogenetic actuators with red-shifted 
action spectra, such as ReaChR [99]. Experimental conditions 
requiring optogenetic multiplexing with iGluSnFR would find par-
ticular benefit in a red-shifted iGluSnFR variant.

To date, how the complex patterns of glutamatergic signaling 
at multiple synapses interact to drive changes in circuit connectivity 
remains poorly defined. New types of Glu sensors need to be devel-
oped that will permit visualizing the history of neural activity at 
individual synapses in large fields of view during short behavioral 
epochs. Broad application of these proposed Glu integrators/sen-
sors would transform the activity of transient synaptic inputs into 
permanently labeled active synapses, thus enabling access to infor-
mation mapping neural activity to the structure of the neural cir-
cuitry underlying a specific physiological process or behavioral task.

4 Note

 1. In many stereotaxic frames, precise control of positioning of 
landmark coordinates is a difficult task. As an alternative, we 
have developed a strategy that allows recovery of coordinates 
rotated from the frame of the mouse head into the reference 
frame of the stereotax. In this derivation, we assume that the 
mouse frame does not deviate by more than π/2 radians in any 
of the three directions from the stereotax frame.

   Prior to inputting coordinates for determining proper 
rotation, bregma should be set to the coordinates (0, 0, 0). 
Once that is accomplished, required inputs include the coordi-
nates of lambda, and two points that lie to 2 mm to the right 
and left, respectively, of the midpoint of the projection of an 
imaginary line connecting bregma to lambda onto the horizontal 
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plain. The left and right points can then be sampled two mil-
limeters to the left and right of the line along a line perpen-
dicular to the bregma-lambda projection. We then define 
variables:


l l l l= [ ]1 2 3, ,  is the vector from the bregma to the lambda.


R  is the vector from bregma to the right sampled point  (facing 
forward along 



l  toward bregma).


L  is the vector from bregma to the left sampled point (facing 
forward along 



l  toward bregma).


J J J J= [ ]1 2 3, ,  is the vector 
 

R L- .
  

N J= ´l  is a normal vector to the horizontal plane in the 
mouse head frame.
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As linear operators it is:

 Y P B x xq f y( ) ( ) ( ) =
�

��̃

 

The inverse operator taking coordinates in the stereotax frame 
to the mouse frame is:

 B P Y x x-( ) -( ) -( ) =y f q
�̃�

�
 

As an example, we can use these equations to recalculate coor-
dinates for the dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus (dLGN), a brain 
structure found at ±2.25, −2.30, −2.80 (x, y, z corresponding to 
mediolateral (ML), anteroposterior (AP), dorsal ventral (DV) 
directions, respectively). Note that these coordinates have been 
corrected for the tilt of the skull relative to the brain for our mouse 
strain (Black 6) as determined by pilot injections. If bregma is set 
to 0, 0, 0 (x, y, z or ML, AP, ML), and lambda is measured at 
−0.16, −4.40, −0.64 (x, y, z or ML, AP, ML), then the pitch is 
calculated to be 8.27° and the yaw is calculated to be −2.08°. We 
then measure the height of the skull at the points −2.08, −2.13 
(left, x, y or ML, AP) and 1.92, −2.27 (right, x, y or ML, AP), 
which are points 2 mm from the center of the line connecting 
bregma and lambda, and determine that they are −0.45 (z or DV) 
and −0.10 (z or DV) respectively. We can now calculate the roll to 
be −4.95°. Based on this rotation, our corrected drill sites should 
be at −2.06, −1.77 (left, x, y or ML, AP) and 2.41, −1.99 (right, 
x, y or ML, AP), and we should lower the needle to a depth of 
−3.28 (z or DV) and −2.90 (z or DV) respectively.
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